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ABSTRACT
With today’s penetration in volume and variety of informa-
tion flowing across the Internet, data and services are experi-
encing various issues with the TCP/IP infrastructure, most
notably availability, reliability and mobility. Therefore, a
critical infrastructure is highly desireable, in particular for
multimedia streaming applications. So far the proposed ap-
proaches have focused on applying application-layer routing
and path monitoring for reliability and on enforcing stateful
packet filters in hosts or network to protect against Denial
of Service (DoS) attacks. Each of them solves its own as-
pect of the problem, trading scalability for availability and
reliability among a relatively small set of nodes, yet there
is no single overall solution available which addresses these
issues in a large scale.

We propose an alternative overlay network architecture
by introducing a set of generic functions in network edges
and end hosts. We conjecture that the network edge con-
stitutes a major source of DoS, resilience and mobility is-
sues to the network, and propose a new solution to this
problem, namely the General Internet Signaling Transport
(GIST) Overlay Networking Extension, or GONE. The ba-
sic idea of GONE is to create a half-permanent overlay
mesh consisting of GONE-enabled edge routers, which em-
ploys capability-based DoS prevention and forwards end-
to-end user traffic using the GIST messaging associations.
GONE’s use of GIST on top of SCTP allows multi-homing,
multi-streaming and partial reliability, while only a limited
overhead for maintaining the messaging association is intro-
duced. In addition, upon the services provided by GONE
overlays, hosts are identified by their unique host identities
independent of their topologies location, and simply require
(de-)multiplexing instead of the traditional connection man-
agement and other complex functionality in the transport
layer. As a result, this approach offers a number of ad-
vantages for upper layer end-to-end applications, including
intrinsic provisioning of resilience and DoS prevention in a
dynamic and nomadic environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The original TCP/IP architecture did not deliberately

consider path instability, middleboxes, security, and device
mobility. To dynamically adapt the variance of Internet
topology and path characteristics, end systems simply utilize
TCP to react to network congestions and routers implement
routing protocols to disseminate and construct new path in-
formation over time, in addition to best effort IP forwarding
which has been recently enhanced with e.g., differentiated
services [1] to satisfy the needs of increasing amount of real-
time multimedia applications. With today’s popularity of
information flowing across the Internet, these issues have
become essential that impair the availability of the Internet
services worldwide. Service providers are suffering failures
in providing effective measures to resolve certain routing
pathologies in their infrastructure, such as link or node fail-
ures or temporary routing loops. For example, some mea-
surements performed in 2000 have shown that the chance of
encountering end-to-end path failures in Internet communi-
cations were around 3.3% [2], far higher than the level of
the PSTN network (typically within 10−5). This can re-
sult in packet losses and connection failures for end-to-end
applications. Such deteriorated quality could be intolerable
for most video or audio streams. In addition, a denial of
service (DoS) attacker can compromise a victim’s network
service availability, typically by flooding the victim with a
huge number of useless requests thus exhausting its band-
width or computational resources. A quantitative estima-
tion of worldwide DoS attack frequency found 12,000 attacks
against more than 5,000 distinct targets over a 3-week pe-
riod in 2001 [3]. The issue about DoS limiting is even more
crucial for multimedia than for classic Internet adaptive or
asynchronous applications like web and emails. As a result,
firewall middleboxes have been emerged rapidly to reduce
the volume of malicious connections. In addition to net-
work address translators (or NATs, another common type
of middleboxes), these middleboxes have largely changed the
Internet end-to-end principle and become a challenging issue
for services and applications [4, 5]. Moreover, the prolifer-
ation of wireless devices and need of mobility has posed a
critical challenge for the conventional Internet to support
seamless mobility for user applications [5].

Studies over the last decade have attempted to address
these issues by a variety of means, including content repli-



cation (e.g. [6]), host-, site- or ISP-level multi-homing [7], re-
silient overlay routing [8], mobility using tunneling and redi-
rection techniques [9, 10] or an identifier/locator split [11,
12, 13], DoS prevention by installing filters either in the net-
work alone or also in receivers to filter out unwanted traffic
(e.g. [14, 15, 16, 17]). While these approaches deal with
their respective functional aspects, typically one approach
simply addresses a certain specific problem space and may
not best serve or even work for other scenarios. For exam-
ple, solution for resilient overlay routing does not consider
mobility, whereas multihoming approaches usually do not
address DoS issues. Furthermore, most approaches are suit-
able in scenarios with a relatively small number of nodes,
and do not consider large networks and many end nodes.

The above approaches fall into either an application-layer
solution [8, 15, 6], which operates only in end hosts, or an
infrastructure-based solution [14, 16, 17], which involves in-
termediate nodes in addition to end hosts. This paper ex-
amines the potential of GONE (the GIST [18] Overlay Net-
working Extension), a generic infrastructure-based overlay
architecture for improving availability, reliability and sup-
porting mobility. By using existing well-specified standards
(SCTP, HIP [19] and GIST), this approach provides a fairly
easy means to specify and implement a network edge with
desired functions and software components. On one hand,
as a DoS-limiting infrastructure is supplied with GONE,
the strength of building such systems based on IETF stan-
dards will be more outstanding. On the other hand, the
reuse of the common and fundamental component in the
next generation signaling framework [20] enables us to build
an IETF standard-based platform for realizing ideas like
Plutarch [21].

After a short discussion of related work in Section 2, we
elaborate the GONE design overview in Section 3, followed
by more detailed discussions in Section 4. We briefly review
our ongoing research status in Section 5 before concluding
in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
A recent advance is the introduction of the Host Identity

Protocol (HIP) [19, 12]. HIP attempts to resolve the issue of
separating host locator from identifier, allowing end host au-
thentication, device mobility and multihoming [22], as well
as reducing DoS attacks. However, HIP does not completely
address the issues of resilience and path availability at the
ISP/AS level. As resource exhausting DoS attacks usually
take advantage of the cost of setting up a state for a protocol
on the responder compared to the ‘cheapness’ on the initia-
tor, HIP intentionally let a responder impose an increased
cost for the start of state on the initiator, thus reducing the
cost for the responder. This is done by having the respon-
der start the authenticated Diffie-Hellman exchange instead
of the initiator, which includes a puzzle (a cryptographic
challenge that the Initiator must solve before continuing the
exchange) based DoS reduction scheme. HIP mobility sup-
port [23] allows a host to dynamically change the primary
locator that it uses to receive packets. For resolving the
mapping between identifiers and locators, some centralized
entity, the so-called rendezvous server (RVS), may be used.
The Host Identity Indirection Infrastructure (Hi3) [24] ex-
tends HIP based on i3 [14], which presents a distributed
scheme for routing HIP handshake messages based on host
identities.

The concept of capability-based DoS prevention proposed
by Yang et al. [17] refrains the DoS attacks by limiting the
sender to send only traffic permitted by the receiver. Dif-
ferent from HIP, which relies on some mechanisms in end
hosts, this method introduces some kind of capability filters
in certain routers in the data path. Another similar work
is the Secure Overlay Service (SOS) [16] architecture, which
constructs an overlay using a combination of secure over-
lay tunneling, routing via consistent hashing, and filtering
in the network edge. However, SOS does not consider the
path resilience issue; the pre-established SOS edge nodes are
assumed to be known to the public without taking account
of nomadic or mobile users.

Feamster et al. [25] analyzed the path failure issue and
suggested that it can be improved by using reactive routing
such as RON [8], especially when hosts have multiple con-
nections to the Internet. Guo et al. [26] shows that perfor-
mance gains can be achieved if an access router is connected
to several neighboring ISP networks (i.e., multi-homed).

The General Internet Signaling Transport (GIST) [18] is
a general purpose signaling transport protocol currently de-
veloped by the IETF NSIS working group. GIST provides a
soft state mechanism and richer security than RSVP [27] for
delivering any kind of path/flow-coupled state in IP-based
networks. GIST can use reliable stream- or message-oriented
protocols such as TCP or SCTP, or unreliable transport pro-
tocols such as UDP to deliver the required signaling mes-
sage. Readers not familiar with GIST are suggested to take
a look at [18, 20]. Our GONE approach is built on GIST
over SCTP [28]. Different from other usages of GIST, GIST
here is not only for GONE control message signaling, but
also for end-to-end data traffic forwarding.

3. GONE OVERVIEW
In this section we present an overview of GONE. We start

with the description of a general communication scenario,
then outline the GONE design.

3.1 A General Communication Scenario
As shown in Fig. 1, generally a network communication

between two end hosts (here, H1-H3 or H2-H4) encom-
passes two access networks (here, ISPs 1/3, 5/7) and back-
bone networks (here, ISPs 2/4, 4/6). In this example, both
ISP1 and ISP3 have two links connecting to its two adjacent
backbone networks (ISP2 and ISP4) via dual connectivity
between their edge routers (ERs), respectively. Therefore,
there is an ISP-level multi-homing from the H1-H3 com-
munication’s point of view. For the H2-H4 communication,
additionally there is a host-level multi-homing, where H2
and H4 are connected to two access routers (ARs), respec-
tively. Therefore, when one path encounters failures (such
as a link failure in either a or b, or a node failure in some
routers in ISP2 along the path indicated by the direct line
between H1 and H3), by applying routing algorithm the
network shall resume after some time the ongoing connec-
tivity between H1 and H3 and an alternative path (the dash
line). Furthermore, a host can move from one point of at-
tachment to another, e.g., H1 can move to the area where
H2 is shown, thus mobility shall be supported.

For the convenience of our discussion, the following as-
sumptions are made:

- Multi-homing is common for ISP networks;
- Strong DoS protection is needed in access networks;



- Hosts support HIP locator-independent identifier;
- Hosts and ARs support GONE. To make the best bene-

fits, (especially multi-homed) ERs may support GONE, but
this is not mandatory for possible incremental deployment.

Next we will describe the overall design of GONE.
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Figure 1: Network scenario

3.2 GONE Strawman Design
We believe there is a need for an effective edge-based over-

lay routing and DoS-prevention system – one that enhances
service availability, improves end-to-end path stability and
is resistant to DoS attacks. In particular, for multimedia
systems, instances, as they are often coupled with resource
reservation, call control and other signaling functions, all be-
ing critical parts that converge in network edges, it is reason-
able to assume such generalized edge to avoid a multitude of
complexity. Such a system is thus designed to provide a new
view of the network architecture, as shown in Fig. 2. GONE
consists of a GONE base protocol layer, which works upon
GIST over SCTP for overlay routing and forwarding, and
consists of a GONE control protocol and a GONE data pro-
tocol. GONE control protocol maintains messaging associa-
tions and GONE overlay routing state, and exchanges capa-
bility information between GONE aware ARs/ERs. GONE
data protocol delivers end user’s traffic over the messaging
associations to the next GONE node, known from the map-
ping of the host identity and next GONE node’s IP address
in the GONE overlay routing state. End hosts simply need
to support the multiplexing and de-multiplexing function in
addition to the GONE stack.

In addition, for easy, ubiquitous Internet access and sup-
porting mobility for end devices, HIP host identity is used
to identify and authenticate a host without the need to
change its identify for ongoing communications. The map-
ping of a host’s identity and IP address is maintained in
GONE nodes with a Distributed Hash Table (DHT), such
as Chord [29] or OpenDHT [30]. DHT is chosen here mainly
due to its known better searching performance than unstruc-
tured peer-to-peer techniques. Maintaining the DHT in edge
devices is particularly useful in nomadic and mobile environ-
ments, since a host identity remains unchanged while a host
moves and is still quickly retrievable for its IP address.

Here, ISP edge-level multi-homing together with benefits
of HIP and capability-based DoS prevention are considered
our motivating design background. However, different from
previous approaches, which utilize different mechanisms to

maintain overlay routing state, we construct and maintain
an SCTP overlay mesh between network edges for delivering
end users’ traffic based on permitted capability, minimizing
the complexity of maintaining various functional boxes while
providing desired features. The idea is to use nearly “always-
on” SCTP associations between edge routers for fast path
failure recovery and load balancing (due to its multi-homing
and multi-streaming support), and to apply capability based
DoS prevention directly in edge nodes. SCTP associates are
created and dynamically maintained by the IETF GIST pro-
tocol [18], which has been initially designed for control plane
signaling, but here we extend as GIST Overlay Networking
Extension (GONE). GONE intends to provide better DoS
protection than HIP and better path failure recovery than
traditional overlay networks (e.g., RON [8], i3 [14]).

Let us explain this approach in an example. In a simple
H1-H3 communication scenario shown in Fig. 1, assume
only H1, H3, AR1 and AR4 support GONE, and there is
an existing GIST messaging association between AR1 and
AR4 (which runs over SCTP). When the host H1 expects to
deliver upper-layer application data traffic to its communi-
cating peer H3, it initializes a GIST message routing state
establishment process while discovering GONE intermedi-
aries, namely AR1 and AR4 in this example. This is done by
applying a GONE capability negotiation procedure. The re-
sult are established messaging associations between H1 and
AR1, and between AR4 and H3, each using an SCTP associ-
ation respectively, as well as established messaging routing
states and remembered capability in H1, AR1, AR4 and
H3. The SCTP associations (and GIST messaging associa-
tions in turn) are then maintained using soft state provided
by GIST protocol to minimize GONE setup overhead. The
multi-homed SCTP association between AR1 and AR4 al-
lows path failure recovery. GONE overlay nodes keep track
of the negotiated capability and filter out any traffic that
does not conform to the capability.

GONE extends the IETF GIST protocol and defines a
new NSLP application. It consists of two protocols:

• GONE control protocol: capability negotiation and
setting up overlay routing state.

• GONE data protocol: transmission of GONE data be-
tween adjacent GONE nodes and capability-based DoS
traffic filtering and rate limiting.

Any GONE message has the following format:

GONE message := [GONE header] [GONE payload]

GONE header := [Type] [Length] [NSLPID=“GONE”]

GONE payload := [Ctrl Req] | [Ctrl Resp] | [Data]

3.2.1 GONE Control Protocol
The purpose of GONE control protocol is to establish and

maintain necessary states in GONE edge routers, access
routers as well as end hosts for construct overlay routing
and legal traffic pattern for the end-to-end communication.
A key concept used in GONE control protocol is “capabil-
ity”. Following the work in Traffic Validation Architecture
(TVA) [17], a capability comprises a router timestamp and
a keyed hash. A sender can request via a GONE Ctrl Req
message towards the receiver, expecting the receiver to grant
this sender with a capability associated with rate limit to
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Figure 2: GONE protocol stack

send traffic. A Ctrl Req message is delivered by GIST (which
in turn creates or updates GIST messaging association in
the background), directing to all the GONE nodes in the
path. The traversed GONE nodes will in turn generate a
pre-capability and add it into the Ctrl Req message, before
forwarding it to the next GONE node. When the receiver
sees the Ctrl Req message, it checks whether the sender is
allowed to send the corresponding traffic. If yes, it grants
this traffic with a capability with certain rate limit. While
sending backwards along the GONE node chain a Ctrl Resp
message, a capability token is installed in the GONE nodes,
allowing the GONE data protocol to check the validity of
the traffic and whether a given traffic exceeds its rate limit.

Different from TVA, where the sender and receiver’s IP
addresses (in addition to timestamps and private secret) are
used as inputs for keyed hash computation, GONE uses the
hosts’ location-independent identifier (known as HIT or Host
Identity Tag in HIP [12]) instead, to allow the seamless mo-
bility of end hosts. The capability is installed in the GONE
intermediaries (ARs/ERs) and maintained by GONE soft
state mechanism, automatically removing inactive GONE
overlay routing state (e.g., due to host mobility or abnor-
mal session termination). A host can also explicitly remove
the GONE overlay routing state and associated capability
from GONE intermediaries.

GIST has a three-way handshake/discovery component
and a data transport component. Thus, there are two possi-
ble ways to build the control protocol: either to extend the
discovery component to allow collecting the pre-capabilities
and installing capabilities in the GONE nodes, or to im-
plement it as part of GONE as an “NSIS Signaling Layer
Protocol” (NSLP) [31, 20]. The simplicity of the NSLP-
based approach seems to outweigh the relative performance
benefit in the discovery extension approach, since the GONE
data protocol can be easily implemented by the same NSLP,
which results in a unified design for both GONE protocol
components.

To summarize, GONE control protocol extends the GIST
data transport to enable end-to-end capability negotiation.

It consists of two messages:

Ctrl Req := [SenderHIT] [ReceiverHIT] [SessionID]

[Flag=“Install/Remove”] [Pre-Capability list]

Ctrl Resp := [Capability]

Where, a probabilistically unique SessionID is generated
per 5-tuple <upper-layer protocol, sender and receiver’s port
numbers and host identities>. This is used in the GIST
layer for overlay routing information (i.e., GIST’s message
routing state) and also used as part of identification metric
of end-to-end traffic.

3.2.2 GONE Data Protocol
There is only one message type for the GONE data pro-

tocol:

Data := [UserData] [SessionID]

When a Data message is received, a GONE node checks
the validity of the capability corresponding to SessionID.

GONE’s use of GIST over SCTP for transport brings ad-
ditional benefit: the header-of-line blocking avoidance, po-
tential of customized reliability level for data traffic, and
failover handling due to multi-homing. Moreover, the reuse
of messaging associations allows frequently used networks to
establish GIST overlay states for new arriving traffic. Af-
ter the GIST messaging associations are established during
the GONE setup phase, they should be set with a longer
lifetime (e.g., several hours), whereas the messaging associ-
ations between end hosts and GONE access routers should
be set with a shorter lifetime (e.g., several minutes) to al-
low efficient resource usage in the end hosts and minimal
messaging association setup overhead in GONE routers.

4. FURTHER DISCUSSIONS

4.1 Host Identity and Capability-based DoS
Prevention

The host identity can be the public key of a host or HIP
tag (e.g., can be IPsec SPI if ESP is used), which allows
uniqueness of a host at the given time in a node and easy



authentication of the sender from the receiver (e.g., if the
HI namespace is based on public-key cryptography).

Another approach of capability generation and validation
is based on a pre-capability offered by each GONE routers
(e.g., a hash function of the incoming 48-bit probabilistically
unique interface ID and a timestamp).

4.2 Host Addressing and Application Inter-
face

In GONE, hosts’ IP addresses are only meaningful for
the last/first-hop communication (between GONE hosts and
GONE access routers). Due to the separation of locator and
identifier, a host can choose any available means to obtain
IP addresses, including but is not limited to manual config-
uration, stateless autoconfiguration and DHCP.

From the viewpoint of the high layer application inter-
face with GONE, only (de)multiplexing is needed, since the
GONE infrastructure overlay also provides the other desired
transport layer functionality, such as fragmentation, con-
nection management, congestion control and flow control.
Multiplexing above GONE in host level ensures multiple
upper-layer applications can use the same GONE overlay
infrastructure service.

4.3 Mobility Considerations
When a GONE host roams from one network to another,

it needs to update the DHT for the entry containing its host
identity with its new locator (IP address). If this host is the
data sender, it then initializes a new capability negotiation
and GONE intermediary discovery, by sending a GONE Req
message towards the receiver and the receiver in turn gen-
erates a new capability. If the host is the data receiver, it
notifies the sender to initialize capability negotiation.

4.4 Security Considerations
The security properties of GONE inherit GIST security

and are extended with the additional capability-based de-
nial of service prevention mechanism. Similar to [17, 18], the
strength of the pre-capabilities and GIST discovery phase
cookie determines the security level which GONE can achieve.
It is conceivable that with the introduction of other discov-
ery mechanisms in GIST, stronger or weaker messaging as-
sociation security will be inferred.

Another issue is associated with GONE message security.
It is arguable that there can be some scenarios requiring hop-
by-hop security over end-to-end IPsec ESP-encrypted data.
If such cases are necessary, IPsec and TLS may be used
in securing hop-by-hop GONE messages for achieving both
end-to-end confidentiality and hop-to-hop secure transport.
GIST using TLS over SCTP is discussed in [28].

4.5 Performance and Deployment Considera-
tions

One important aspect with any overlay solution is its
performance. In the GONE design, the use of GIST over
SCTP, locator-independent host identifier and capability-
based DoS prevention allow flexible and generic resilient
overlay with high availability and support for mobility. In
a more realistic system implementation, developers need to
carefully consider the way to move the GONE kernel stack
to the OS kernel instead of user space, and avoid unneces-
sary data replication in a single GONE processing of data
traffic.

Above all, GONE represents a way of building customized
network edge using existing (well-specified) standards, for
achieving various numerous fancy features such as a higher
availability, reliable and DoS resilient network infrastructure
as presented above. The market takeup of such a solution
may involve several key steps: GIST availability, host level
protocol stack update in hosts, edge’s GONE support, and
also importantly, considerations of its integration with the
charging and AAA infrastructure.

5. IMPLEMENTATION STATUS AND FU-
TURE WORK

We have implemented a prototype of the GONE system in
Linux [32], which supports any number of GONE intermedi-
aries to provide soft state overlay routing and data delivery
while conserving resilience. We are performing performance
and scalability studies in an experimental testbed.

We have also used GONE to support several applications.
One application for GONE is similar to RTP, which is de-
signed to extend the GONE application interface to pro-
vide end-to-end transport functions suitable for applications
transmitting stored multimedia data. Data can be accessed
by any end system and made available at any time. GONE
provides the resilient routing, DoS-preventing forwarding,
and mobility functionality that a user desires. In particular,
GONE efficiently and robustly routes messages across the
wide-area by routing aross less loaded or secondary paths.
Finally, the the simple (de-)multiplexing layer in GONE
hosts allows easy distribution and collection of end-to-end
user traffic.

Initial measurements show that GONE provides certain
scalability in terms of the number of intermediaries, while
leveraging GONE to provide fault-tolerant on-time packet
delivery and minimal duplication of packets. Our next prior-
ity is on further performance analysis under a variety of con-
ditions and parameters and evaluation on PlanetLab. This
would help us better understand GONE’s position in the
overlay research space, as well as how it compares to other
approaches such as RON, i3/Hi3 and SOS, and possibly
allow us to define a taxonomy of the research space. On
the application side, we are developing intelligent network
applications that exploit network-level statistics and utilize
GONE routing to minimize data loss and improve latency
and throughput.

Transport mechanisms in GONE play an essential role for
overall network performance. One interesting topic here is
fairness. We are currently studying the feasibility of ap-
plying concepts like multiTCP [33] in achieving fairness for
data belonging to different sessions in a same messaging as-
sociation.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented GONE, an overlay architec-

ture intended to be self-organized, scalable, DoS-limiting
and robust wide-area infrastructure that efficiently routes
traffic in the presence of path faults and node mobility. We
showed how a GONE overlay network can be efficiently con-
structed and employ capability-based DoS prevention to en-
hance resilience and availability in dynamic and mobile envi-
ronments. While GONE shows some similarities to RON [8],
SOS [16], i3 [14] and HIP approaches [12, 24], we have em-
bedded mechanisms that leverage soft state information and



provide self-management, robustness, dynamic routing de-
tection and recovery in the presence of failures and high load
by lower layer functions – GIST and SCTP, while eliminat-
ing the shortcoming of a lack of detailed protocol specifica-
tion in some overlay systems and providing reusable software
components for various services.

Moreover, GONE provides a plausible solution for cus-
tomizing the network edge, where most fancy functions such
as peer-to-peer, VoIP or NAT traversal are located. This
paper presents such a use for dynamic overlay routing that
need to deliver messages across ISP networks in a location
independent manner, using usually pre-established messag-
ing associations and without centralized services. GONE
does this, in part, by using HIP host identifiers, capability
concepts, as well as soft state and reuse of standard com-
mon signaling component in the network edge to achieve
both mobility and enhanced service availability and network
resilience.
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